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The Graduate Centre of Trier University honours Doctorate students of Trier University for distinguished publications
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Who can apply?
All PhDs and PhD students of the University of Trier may submit their application.

What kind of publication can be submitted?
Any academic publication which has appeared (or has been accepted for publication) in a journal, anthology, or in other comparable academic media. The publication must have been compiled mainly during your doctoral studies.
Please note that you must not submit your dissertation.
Such publications that had been entered for previous GUT Publication Award competitions are not eligible for a second application.
Please note that you may submit only one publication.

Which requirements does my publication have to meet?
* Your publication should not date back more than two years.
* Under certain circumstances, the Graduate Centre may accept entries written in languages other than German or English. Please get in touch with the Graduate Centre before submitting your publication in order to check eligibility.

You may submit such publications of which you are not the single author, provided you specify the content of your own contribution to the publication.

How to apply?
All PhDs or PhD students may submit their own application (no nominations required). Please submit your publication and the application form by 18th February 2021 to gut@uni-trier.de.

For additional information and the application form please visit our homepage: www.gut-publikationspreis.uni-trier.de.

How will my publication be assessed?
Your publication will be assessed by a jury consisting of members of your Fachbereich (your faculty/department) and headed by a post-doctoral member of the Graduate Centre’s executive board. Taking into account specific features of your research area, the jury will evaluate the quality as well as the relevance and originality of your publication. There will be one jury for each Fachbereich (making it a total of six juries), each of which will determine one winner of the Publication Award for their Fachbereich.

When is the award ceremony?
The Graduate Centre of Trier University will host the Publication Award ceremony. Each Publication Award winner will give a short presentation about their publication to a non-expert audience. Please note that giving the short presentation is a mandatory part of the competition. The date of the ceremony will be announced later this year.

What is the prize money?
Each winner of the Publication Award will receive a cash prize of € 500. In addition, the person to give the best short presentation will be awarded with an additional € 500. The best short presentation will be determined by audience vote.

For more information, visit www.gut.uni-trier.de or contact us under gut@uni-trier.de.